Rand 3D Exhibits at PTC LiveWorx 2018 Technology
Conference and Marketplace
LiveWorx Sponsor Rand 3D will Showcase Comprehensive Suite of
PTC Training Solutions at Booth #930
BALTIMORE, MD ― June 18, 2018 — Rand 3D experts will share insights with event
attendees at LiveWorx 2018 on how a comprehensive training program can increase the
adoption and success of CAD and PLM implementations. LiveWorx is at the Boston
Convention and Exhibition Cent re in Boston, Massachusetts from June 17-20, 2018.

“With over 25 years of supporting PTC customers through targeted training solutions under
our belt, our experienced team of Technical Training Engineers, Education Solution
Representatives and Education Specialists help our customers learn their chosen software
and improve their processes to maximize productivity,” says Meghan Foster, director of
business development.
At LiveWorx 2018, Rand 3D is highlighting training solutions for Creo and Windchill, which
include: In-person classes, LIVE Online training, custom training, self-paced eLearning and
knowledge assessments. This wide selection of training options, taught by our in-house
Technical Training Engineers, allows users to learn in the format that best suits their
learning style.
Standard Rand 3D training classes use curriculum developed by ASCENT- Center for
Technical Knowledge. ASCENT develops professional off-the-shelf and custom courseware
for the industry’s leading engineering software applications, including those from PTC.
Stop by Booth #930 to learn more about Rand 3D training solutions for Creo and Windchill
and while you are there, participate in the DX Challenge, formerly known as “Passport to
Prizes,” and get your event passport stamped for a chance to win a prize provided by
LiveWorx.
Can’t attend LiveWorx 2018? Learn more by visiting rand3d.com or speaking with a Rand
3D expert at 1-877-726-3243.
About Rand 3D
Rand 3D, a division of Rand Worldwide (OTCBB: RWWI), provides professional, industryleading training solutions through a full-time, dedicated teaching faculty for Dassault
Systèmes and PTC software users. With over 30 years of industry experience, backed by a
team of subject matter experts, engineers, trainers, and dedicated customer service
representatives, this team has the expertise required to offer effective engineering software
and training solutions.
Any and all trademarks making reference to or related to Rand Worldwide, Rand 3D and ASCENT are registered
and/or owned by Rand Worldwide, Inc., and/or its subsidiaries, affiliates, and/or other legal holders.
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